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Part 1

Introduction

In the first part of this book I’ll talk about the theory behind SOA governance
and help you set up an environment you can use to play around and experiment
with the concepts explained in this book. I’ll explain what SOA governance is by
looking at the following subjects:

■ What is SOA and what is governance?
■ What are the advantages and disadvantages of SOA governance?
■ How can tools and open source help in applying SOA governance?

After this introduction we’ll take a look at how you can set up an environment
that you can use to experiment with. This environment contains all the tools you
need for a minimal SOA governance solution. I’ll also show you, based on a com-
plete case study, how the various tools and components work together. 

 The last subject in this first part deals with the case study that we’ll work with
throughout the book. First, I’ll introduce an organization with multiple depart-
ments that provides a number of applications to its customers. Based on this case
study, we’ll arrive at a set of policies that are important for this organization. In
the rest of the book I’ll show you how you can use various tools and techniques
to implement services that comply with these policies.





Introducing
SOA governance
Service-oriented architecture, or SOA, governance involves the process of creating
a set of guidelines with which your services need to comply. When you apply good
SOA governance practices, you can create high-quality services that can be easily
used by your consumers and that behave exactly as expected. With SOA governance
it’s easier to create new services, upgrade existing ones, and monitor the customer
and business use of your services.

 When people first hear about SOA governance, they often think of large organi-
zations, heavy processes, and lots of paperwork that pretty much prevents you, as a
developer, from getting any work done. If you’ve read any of the books that have
SOA governance in the title, this view will be somewhat confirmed. SOA governance,
especially the governance part, sounds heavy and restrictive, and this can quickly
scare people. But don’t worry; as you’ll see in this book, applying SOA governance

This chapter covers
■ The core concepts of SOA governance
■ Why SOA governance is important
■ What roles tooling and open source play in SOA 

governance
■ How SOA governance can be applied on the 

organization level
3



4 CHAPTER 1 Introducing SOA governance
principles is easy and not so different from the normal way you design or monitor the
services you’ve created.

 Governance isn’t something exclusive to IT, as you’ll see in this chapter. It’s applied
throughout the industry. Let me give you an example of what happens in the aviation
industry. In this industry governance is the most important way to make sure that air-
planes are safe and don’t drop out of the sky on a regular basis. In the aviation industry
everything from construction, to maintenance, to flight monitoring happens under the
strictest regulations. Every screw and bolt needs to be accounted for, and even the small-
est component of the plane is validated and exhaustively tested before it can be used.
For this the industry uses a strict set of governance guidelines to control and validate
that the aircraft is constructed in a safe and controllable manner using materials they
know the exact properties of. The services and applications you’re developing most
likely won’t cause airplane crashes or nuclear explosions, but having a good set of
guidelines, or policies as I’ll call them, is important to make sure your services comply
with the guidelines defined by your organization and behave as you expect.

 When you look at the organizational part of SOA governance, you have to deal with
various administrative processes and follow regulations, and all this doesn’t have much
to do with actual software development. But this is only one part—and an important
one—of SOA governance. During this phase the policies will be defined that you as a
software developer will have to follow. Many people think that you only need SOA gov-
ernance when you have heavy, traditional, SOAP-based architectures, where you follow
the various web service standards (I’ll call these WS-*). This isn’t the case; regardless of
the technology you use for creating your SOA, be it REST-based or WS-* based, you need
some sort of governance to assure that all your services follow the same security, quality,
and performance requirements mandated by your organization.

 In this first chapter we’ll dive directly into the details of SOA governance. I’ll
explain why SOA governance is important and what the benefits are when you have
SOA governance in place, and I’ll give an overview of how you can deal with SOA gov-
ernance in a practical and pragmatic manner. In the following chapters I’ll show you
how to start using it.

1.1 What is SOA governance?
To understand what SOA governance is, you first have to look a bit deeper at what SOA
is and what governance is. We’ll start with the definition of SOA. 

1.1.1 Definition of service-oriented architecture

Let’s start by looking at what Wikipedia has to say about this. Although not an author-
ity on the subject of SOA, it gives a good idea of what a lot of people think about when
talking about SOA.

DEFINITION “Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a flexible set of design
principles used during the phases of systems development and integration in
computing. A system based on a SOA architecture will provide a loosely-

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=soa-rm
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=soa-rm
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coupled suite of services that can be used within multiple separate systems
from several business domains.”

—Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service-oriented_architecture

What you see in this quote is that it focuses on only the technical aspect of SOA; it talks
about service design principles, systems development, and integration. Although this
is an important part of SOA, there’s more to it. When we talk about SOA we should
look at it from a couple of different angles (including the technical angle). To really
define SOA we should look at more than just the technical aspect. When I talk about
SOA, I include the following different views:

■ Business view—This view focuses on the value and advantages SOA offers for the
business. This is an important view because ultimately you adopt a SOA architec-
ture to improve the way you do business. From this perspective it’s important to
be able to quickly create new products, adapt to changes in the market, reduce
costs, and improve the return on investment (ROI). 

■ IT view—This view shows how SOA can help IT quickly adapt to changes. Using
SOA, the IT department can save costs by reusing services and can better deter-
mine who needs to be billed for the usage. By correctly applying SOA, IT can
optimize the way it provides services to the business.

■ Technical view—The final view is the one also referenced in the Wikipedia
quote. The services provided to the business need to be designed following a set

Figure 1.1
The various views of 
SOA combine to provide 
a product to a customer.
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of SOA best practices. There needs to be a solid technical architecture from
which services can be provided, and standards need to be defined and followed.

In figure 1.1, you see a simple use case where an organization wants to make it easy for
its customers to request access to a specific service for which they need an API key. 

 You can compare this with the process you have to go through to get an API key for
the services Google provides. The business point of view here is that the business
wants to provide this functionality to its users to get as many users as possible. More
users means more custom mashups, and in the case of Google, ultimately more adver-
tisement revenue. From the IT point of view, the department wants to provide a sim-
ple set of reusable services, so that the next time the business wants to make some
small changes or to provide another product to their customers, they can do so as
quickly and efficiently as possible. And finally, from a technical viewpoint, for this sce-
nario you need to provide the actual implementation of the services provided. And
you want to do this following best practices and standards.

Before looking a bit deeper at the governance part, I’ll quickly summarize what the
advantages are that can be gained by correctly applying SOA. The following list shows
some of the advantages SOA offers.

ADVANTAGES OF SOA
■ Business agility/reduced time to market—This is one of the main advantages a com-

pany hopes to achieve when applying SOA principles. With more agility a com-
pany can better respond to changes in the market and quickly launch new
products and services. Note that this doesn’t only apply to internal applications
and services; with all the REST and cloud services available today, it’s much eas-
ier for businesses to quickly create products and reuse functionality. 

SOA != WS-* + SOAP + UDDI + WSDLs

As you’ve probably read from the table of contents or the introduction to this chapter,
when I talk about SOA or services in general in this book, I don’t necessarily mean
the traditional web services stack. Even though SOA is often equated with using the
standards-based WS-* stack, this is only one possible solution. When you look at
what’s currently deployed in the enterprise, you mostly see the traditional WS-*
approach. In the Web 2.0 space, to give it a name, you see the opposite. When web
services first became popular, you saw a rise of public APIs based on SOAP, WSDLs,
and XML. The last couple of years, though (especially in the public space), these types
of services have pretty much all disappeared or have been replaced with REST-based
services. A similar trend is going on in the enterprise space. It’s not as drastic as on
the internet, but in the enterprise the value of a REST architecture has been accepted.
We’re now slowly moving to a situation where the best solution is used for a problem.
This doesn’t mean the WS-* stack is going anywhere soon. What you’ll see is these
two architectural types running side by side. In this book we’ll look at both WS-* and
REST and show how governance can be applied to these kinds of services.
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■ Reduced costs—This is one of the other main business reasons. When everything
was going well, for instance, during the dot-com boom, money wasn’t that hot
an issue. Technology companies and IT departments received all the funding
they wanted, whether the business, or the venture capitalists, really knew what
to expect. With SOA, businesses want to reduce costs by reuse, standards-based
development, and a clear view of what services are available and the functional-
ity they provide.

■ Improved reuse of services—If the services are better defined, and a clear inventory
of the services is kept, it’s much easier to start reusing existing services. This is
once again an example of where SOA is not just about internal services but also
about reusing existing services on the web. In this last category you can think
about the cloud-based services provided by Amazon, Microsoft’s Azure plat-
form, and Salesforce. A nice overview of available services can be found at
http://www.programmableweb.com/.

■ Improved software quality—A SOA contains a set of defined standards and best
practices. It tells you how to build services, what to do, and what not to do. This
will lead to a higher quality of software. Another advantage is that because
you’re reusing existing services you don’t have to reinvent the wheel every time,
assuming the service you’re reusing is being well maintained.

■ Better interoperability—Whether you’re building a REST-based service or a WS-*
based service, in both cases you have a well-defined contract, based on stan-
dards to help you in the interoperability area. 

Now that we’ve looked a bit at what SOA is, let’s look at the governance part of the
concept.

1.1.2 Introducing governance

Most people have probably heard the term governance in one way or the other. Usually
when people talk about governance they mean corporate governance. Corporate gov-
ernance defines a set of rules, laws, policies, and regulations that affect how a corpora-
tion should be run. Corporate governance should make sure that corporations are
run correctly, efficiently, and responsibly. Well-executed corporate governance makes
sure that all the stakeholders in a corporation are represented properly. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

When you look back at the last couple of years, you’ve seen a lot of things go wrong in
this area. The crisis in the financial market, various stock market scandals, and large
corporations going bankrupt are all examples. This, however, doesn’t mean corporate
governance has failed; what this means is that even though you can define all the pro-
cesses, regulations, and laws, you still need some way to enforce and control the poli-
cies in place. 

IT GOVERNANCE

Another area where governance has become more important the last decade or so is
in the area of IT governance. During the big dot-com bubble and the Y2K problems, IT

http://www.programmableweb.com/
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spending went through the roof. It was hard for the business to see where the money
was going and what IT was doing. The goal of IT governance is to minimize the risks of
IT projects and make sure that IT provides actual business value. If you consider that,
depending on who you believe, almost two-thirds of all IT projects fail, you’ll under-
stand the need for a good governance body. A more reasonable percentage was given
by Standish Group International and is shown in figure 1.2.

 

The Enron scandal

One of the main reasons governance has become an important part of how a business
operates is because of the scandals at the beginning of the last decade. The most
prominent was the Enron scandal. Enron, which was an energy corporation from Hous-
ton, at its peak had a value of $111 billion; a year later it filed for bankruptcy. In the
nineties the energy market in California was deregulated, and Enron quickly became
one of the largest energy companies in the United States. But in 2001 investigations
were initiated to look into the financial position of Enron, and all kinds of fraudulent
practices were discovered. For instance, Enron stored its debts in foreign accounts
and used its political influence to raise the price of energy. To makes matters even
worse, high-ranking Enron executives sold most of their stock when the shares were
at $90, the highest the shares reached. They did this because they knew Enron was
accruing massive losses. On the other hand, the public was encouraged to buy Enron
stock, which within a few months dropped to 30 cents per share. The Enron executives
were charged with bank fraud, securities fraud, wire fraud, money laundering, conspir-
acy, and insider trading. As a result of the Enron scandal, the federal government
passed the Sarbanes-Oxley act (SOX for short), which forces companies to follow a
set of policies with regard to reporting information to their investors and mandates
that companies have strict internal financial control mechanisms in place. 

Figure 1.2
Failed projects in 1995, 
2004, 2006, and 2009
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If you ever need to set up IT governance, there are a number of frameworks that can
guide you. I’ve listed a few of them in table 1.1 and provided links to additional infor-
mation.

IT project failures

In the previous sidebar I used Enron as an example of why governance within a com-
pany is needed. IT projects also have a tendency to go seriously wrong if there isn’t
a good governance or control mechanism in place. One of the most talked-about
examples is the Denver International Airport’s automated baggage system. This bag-
gage system, created for the new airport, was designed to route all the passenger’s
bags to and from aircraft without human intervention. Even though this system was
eventually completed ($55 million over budget) it didn’t work. The carts that were used
to automatically transfer the bags couldn’t cope with sharp corners, sensors lost track
of where bags were in the system, and more problems were present in the system.
All this caused the Denver airport to open 16 months late so that the system could
be fixed and added a total of $560 million to the cost of the airport. After a couple
of years, though, the system was abandoned completely. Another example is the
automated fulfillment system developed for Sainsbury’s, a British supermarket. Sains-
bury’s wanted a new system for its main distribution center. This barcode-based sys-
tem was designed to save a huge amount of money and increase efficiency because
a lot of human tasks could be automated. In the end though, the system, installed
in 2003, failed because of apparent barcode-reading errors. After two years of bug
fixing, Sainsbury’s wrote that the system worked as intended. In 2007, however, the
complete system was scrapped. Total write off: £150 million.

Table 1.1 IT governance frameworks

Name Description

ITIL The Information Technology Infrastructure Library defines a set of best practices and concepts 
you can use to set up the IT governance processes within your organization. For instance, it 
defines best practices for security management, ICT infrastructure management, software 
asset management, and much more.
More information can be found on the official ITIL website: 
http://www.itil-officialsite.com/home/home.asp.

CMM The Capability Maturity Model defines the level of maturity an organization is on with regard to 
software development. It defines five levels, where on level one (called initial) software develop-
ment is done without any process and control and on level five (called optimizing) the software 
development process is already mature and only small parts can be optimized. Although it’s not 
specifically an IT governance framework, you can use CMM to measure the maturity of your cur-
rent governance-related processes and best practices.
Information on CMM can be found at http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/start/.

COBIT Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology is a framework that can help you set 
up IT governance for your organization. It provides tools, models, and methodologies for this.
More information on COBIT can be found at the official COBIT website: 
http://www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/COBIT/Pages/Overview.aspx.
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What you see in both corporate governance and IT governance is that governance will
fail if not all the stakeholders are involved with the critical decision making. That’s the
main reason why scandals such as Enron happen and why so many IT projects go wrong. 

1.1.3 Defining SOA governance

The goal of applying governance to SOA is to get the most out of your SOA. You do this
by listening to the stakeholders and, based on that information, defining a number of
policies. 

 This requires taking the following steps:

1 Define the policies you want to apply.
2 Apply these policies during design time.
3 Monitor and enforce the policies during runtime.

It’s important to know that SOA governance should be applied as an iterative
approach. When you’ve executed these steps, you aren’t finished. Based on the infor-
mation you learn from step 3 and other inputs, you might want to adjust the policies
that you’ve defined. 

 Let’s look a bit closer at the first item on the list. 

DEFINE THE POLICIES YOU WANT TO APPLY 

This step is mostly an organizational step where you get all the stakeholders together
(for instance, in a SOA governance board) and, based on the strategy and goals of the
company, coordinate and control the various SOA efforts. The organizational part of
SOA, which is the subject here, is an important part of SOA governance. If there’s no
backing from your stakeholders, it’s hard to apply SOA governance effectively and
define the correct policies to implement and enforce. This means that besides the
technical aspect of applying the policies you define, you also need to take into
account the roles the process and the people play in regard to SOA governance. These
concepts are sometimes called the three Ps: people, processes, and policies. 

■ People—To effectively apply SOA governance you need to know who the business
owners of your services are. Who is using your services, why are your services
being used, and who is technically responsible for keeping your services up and
running?

■ Processes—What processes are in place to define your policies? Do you have life-
cycle processes in place for your services? What business processes depend on
your services? Is there a process in place to determine whether your services
implement the defined policies?

■ Policies—What policies are defined for your service, and how are they applied
during design and runtime?

A number of books have been written on these specific topics that dive into the details
of the process and people parts of SOA governance. This book focuses on the practical
approach of SOA governance. I do look at the lifecycle of a service and the lifecycle of
a policy, but I won’t dive into the details of the processes and people aspects.
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 When the policies have been defined, you can look at how you apply those during
design time. For instance, let’s assume your organization has defined the following
policy regarding the documentation of your services:

 “All the services that are provided to external clients must have documentation
explaining all the service operations. This documentation must explain what the oper-
ation does, must explain all the arguments the operation takes, and must describe the
results of the operation. Furthermore, if there’s a logical sequence in which opera-
tions need to be called, this flow should be described as well.”

In the second section of the book I’ll elaborate on specific policies regarding docu-
mentation, but for now this small summary will suffice. 

APPLY THESE POLICIES DURING DESIGN TIME

During design time you have to take these policies into account and provide an ade-
quate design. Let’s look back at the aviation example from the introduction to this
chapter. Design-time policies also apply to the aviation industry. When an airplane is
being designed, it has to comply with all different kinds of government legislation and
safety protocols. For instance, it must have multiple backups for the primary system, it
should emit only so much CO2, and it must be able to land on just two engines. 

 Let’s assume you’re working at the IT department of your hometown and you’re
asked to create a service that allows the clients to retrieve a list of all the provided
building permits for a specific area. Because this is a public service you decide to use a
REST-based service for this (the technical type of service to provide in a specific sce-
nario could also be a specific policy). Now you need to make sure you can fill in the
requirements of the policy for this service. An example of the supplied documenta-
tion could be the following (which could be provided on the city’s website as a simple
HTML document):

Name: City of Seaford: Building Permits service.
Description: This document describes the operations provided by the City of 

Seaford to its residents. This service can be used to retrieve 
information about the currently approved building permits for a specific 
region within the city limits.

What’s a policy?
In this book I’ll often talk about policies. When I talk about a policy, I mean a policy
as defined by OASIS in its SOA Reference Model (you can find more on this model
here: http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=soa-rm).
You can read the complete definition if you follow this link, but I’ll summarize the most
important parts here. A policy consists of three parts: the policy assertion, the policy
owner, and policy enforcement. The assertion of a policy could be, for instance, “All
the messages are encrypted.” This assertion can be measured; it’s either true or false.
The second part of a policy is its owner. In the previous example, a service consumer
can make this assertion and enforce it independent of the provider. Finally, a policy
may be enforced; this can be done technically, but it can also be done through reviews.
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URI: {serviceURI}/permits?postalCode=?{postalCode}&range={range}
Method: GET
Example: http://api.seaford.org/services/public/permits?postalCode=90210

      ➥ &range=300
Description: This URI can be used to find a set of permits that match the 

provided search criteria. 
Arguments: {postalCode} the postal code that serves as the center of the 

search region. If no postal code, or a postal code outside the city, is 
provided, this search will yield no results. {range} the range in yards 
to search for. If a negative range is used no results will be returned. 
If no range is provided, the search will default to a one-mile radius.

Result: The result of this operation will be a list of permit resources. The 
media type of this resource is application/vnd.seaford.org.permit+xml.

Links: In the returned list of permits you'll find a number of links to 
resources. These possible links are described below.

Self: Points to the permit resource itself. This resource is of the type 
application/vnd.seaford.org.permit+xml.

Location: Points to the exact location of this permit. This resource is of 
the type application/vnd.seaford.org.location+xml.

Owner: Points to the owner of the permit. This resource is of the type 
application/vnd.seaford.org.permit.owner+xml.

Status: Shows the current status of this permit. This resource is of the type 
application/vnd.seaford.org.permit.status+xml.

If you had decided to do this service as a WS-* based service, you would have anno-
tated the WSDL with the correct information on the provided operations. You can find
more on this subject starting in chapter 4. 

MONITOR AND ENFORCE THE POLICIES DURING RUNTIME

The third part of SOA governance deals with enforcing
and checking the policies at runtime. If you just spend
time defining policies but have no means of checking
whether they’re followed, it’s little use defining the poli-
cies in the first place. For this you need a mechanism to
check whether the policies you defined are followed. For
an airplane, you want to measure the fuel consumption to
see whether it’s within defined parameters, to check
whether the backup systems are functioning, and so on.

 To make it clearer, we’ll have a quick look at a simple
security policy: “All calls to the publicly provided services
should be made over a secure channel.” 

 This is a simple security policy, and you’ll probably
know how to comply with this service. If you look back at
the previous service we discussed, the service providing
information on permits, you’ll see that this service should
comply with the policy you defined. At design time you
don’t have to worry about this policy, whether you’re run-
ning securely or not; your service interface and imple-
mentation don’t have to comply with this policy. This is a

Figure 1.3 A basic 
implementation showing 
how you can make sure all 
the calls to the publicly 
provided service are done 
over a secure channel
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policy you have to enforce at runtime. Following this particular policy isn’t that hard.
If you can force all the calls to your service to be done over HTTPS, you’ll comply with
this policy. What you can see in figure 1.3 is that by using Apache as a filter, you can
make sure all calls are done over HTTPS.

 You could also configure Apache in such a way that calls made over normal HTTP are
redirected to HTTPS, making sure you comply with the requirements set out by the policy. 

 In part 3 of the book we’ll dive a lot deeper into the details of runtime policy
enforcement, and I’ll show you the tools you can use to check policies at runtime. 

 In this first section we’ve looked at SOA, at governance, and finally at what SOA
governance entails. In the next section we’ll look in more detail at why you need SOA
governance and the advantages it offers.

1.2 How using SOA governance can help
As you’ve seen in the previous section, the goal of SOA governance is getting the most
out of your SOA. I’ve already touched on some of the reasons why applying SOA gover-
nance is a good thing. In this section I’ll give an overview of reasons why you need to
apply SOA governance. I’ll keep away from the business reasons such as total cost of
ownership, time to market, and other buzzwords, and look at some of the most impor-
tant reasons why SOA governance is needed. As a software developer or architect,
you’re faced with a lot of different challenges when designing and implementing ser-
vices. Whether you’re creating a public REST-based service that provides social net-
working functionality or you’re building an internal WS-* based service to provide
accounting information to another department, you have a number of challenges to
deal with. The following sections give you an overview of a couple of these challenges
and explain how applying SOA governance can help you in solving them.

1.2.1 Keeping track of how services are used

The first challenge we’ll look at is when your service isn’t used in the way you
intended. When you create a service and other people start using this service, they
expect a certain level of performance and reliability. When you designed this service
you probably took this into account, but it’s hard to plan for everything. 

The service that couldn’t keep up

A couple of years ago I worked on a large project for a public agency. For this project
our team created a service that served as a web service facade to a document man-
agement system. During our tests everything was fine; during a customer’s tests some
small issues were found but nothing that we couldn’t quickly fix. During production,
though, we noticed that the usage pattern of our service wasn’t as we expected.
Instead of small documents being added, very large documents were added. Because
of this change of usage, our service was becoming unusable, not just for this client
but also for the other clients of our service. 
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On the other hand, it’s possible that your team has created a great service, but no one
is using it. How can SOA governance help in this scenario? It can help you do the
following:

■ Define a lifecycle for your service—Part of SOA governance is defining the lifecycle
for your service. This means describing the phases a service goes through from
inception to retirement. Included in the lifecycle are, among others, processes
defined that describe how the availability of your service is communicated to
the other departments or possible clients.

■ Apply and enforce runtime policies—Without metrics it’s impossible to determine if
your service is being used as you imagined, how much it’s being used, and
whether you provide the performance your clients expected. When you apply
policies at runtime, you can use those metrics to quickly find out if your service
is struggling.

Another important part of developing services is making sure you have uniformity
among your services. In the next section we’ll look at how SOA governance can help
you in maintaining a good level of quality when you’re developing your services.

1.2.2 Keeping uniformity among services

If five services are written by five different teams in an organization, they should fol-
low the same principles with regard to documentation, message design, interoperabil-
ity, and security. SOA governance can help you in this area:

■ Define design-time policies—If you define a set of design-time policies and create a
reference architecture based on these policies, you provide the developers with
the information they need to define consistent services. 

■ Set up service review boards—Just defining these policies isn’t enough; you have to
set up regular review sessions to make sure the services that are designed follow
the principles defined through the policies.

■ Standardize messages and facilitate reuse—An important tool to support SOA gover-
nance is a service repository. Within this repository you can, for instance, define
the messages for your domain, define the canonical data model, and register
the services that are available. 

■ Enforce policies at runtime—With runtime SOA governance you can enforce cer-
tain policies at runtime. You can make sure the correct security levels are used
and add additional input validation.

Besides the advantages mentioned above, SOA governance introduces a number of
common pitfalls. 

1.3 Common pitfalls when introducing SOA governance
The following is a list of issues you’ll see at a lot of companies that introduce SOA
governance:
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■ Introducing governance processes that are too complex—If you’ve look at any of the
other SOA governance books available, you’ve probably noticed that they all
focus on the governance processes and on the organizational part of SOA
governance. Even though those aspects are important, many SOA governance
initiatives get buried under too many rules, governance boards, and regula-
tions. It’s often easier to start small, be successful, and work from that. The
information in this book can help you with this.

■ Introducing governance processes that are too simple—On the other hand, there are
numerous organizations where there are almost no governance processes or
governance boards present. They might have some standards and perform an
occasional service review, but the organizations don’t have a structure in place.
Just as doing too much doesn’t work, doing too little also doesn’t work. You
need some sort of structure and processes to at least handle the reviews and
allow you to check whether the policies you set out are followed.

■ Placing too much reliance on tools—If you listen to the big tool vendors, and even
some open source ones, you can buy SOA governance. Just buy their SOA regis-
try and you have a SOA governance solution. Unfortunately, that isn’t the case.
Tools can help immensely in applying SOA governance, but they’ll always sup-
port the policies that have been designed, the reference architecture that has
been defined, and the processes that have been put into place.

Quickly looking back at these sections, you can see that applying SOA governance pro-
vides a lot of advantages. It will help you create better software, allow you to better
control how your services are used, and promote reuse and standardization. What you
can also see is that SOA governance isn’t the silver bullet and that there isn’t a tool you
can just buy to implement it. It takes effort, both on the technical and organization
levels. In the next section we’ll look at how to get started with SOA governance. 

1.4 Requirements of an SOA governance solution
So far we’ve looked at what SOA governance is and why it’s important. In this section
we’ll look at what a complete SOA governance solution should do and how this can
help you apply SOA governance in practice.

 A SOA governance solution should help you in

■ Creating and maintaining a set of policies
■ Applying these policies at design time
■ Applying these policies at runtime

In figure 1.4 you can see an overview of the functionality a SOA governance solution
should provide. Here stakeholders are defining policies that need to be stored and
managed by the SOA governance solution. When the policies have been defined,
they’re consumed by various other parties. Developers need to be able to access the
policies so they know what the services they’re developing need to comply with. Sys-
tem admins access the runtime information from the SOA governance solution to see
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if everything is running according to the policies that have been defined, and finally
management wants to see if, for instance, orders are completed within the defined
time.

 Let’s look a bit closer at these three points. We’ll start by looking at how such a
solution should help you in creating and maintaining your policies.

1.4.1 Creating and maintaining policies

The first thing a complete SOA governance solution should provide is a way to register
your policies. Often, when I talk about policies, people automatically think about WS-
Policy and automatic enforcement. This isn’t a requirement when you talk about poli-
cies or when you want to register them. In section 1.1 I mentioned the OASIS SOA Ref-
erence Model, which defines a policy in the context of a SOA. Its definition mentions
the following with regard to how SOAs should be written.

DEFINITION “Policy assertions SHOULD be written in a form that’s under-
standable to, and processable by, the parties to whom the policy is directed.
Policies MAY be automatically interpreted, depending on the purpose and
applicability of the policy and how it might affect whether a particular service
is used or not. A natural point of contact between service participants and
policies associated with the service is in the service description. It would be
natural for the service description to contain references to the policies associ-
ated with the service.” 

—Reference Model for Service Oriented Architecture 1.0 

What you can read in this quote is that policies should be written in a format that can
be understood and processed by the parties to whom the policy is directed. In most
cases the party to whom a policy is directed is a human party. It’s directed at develop-
ers, at administrators, at information analysts, and so on. 

Figure 1.4 The information a SOA governance solution should provide to the various actors
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 You can use many different tools to register your policies. Commercial tools allow
you to register your policy, but because we’re talking about human consumers, a
shared Word document or a Wiki is also a good, maybe even a better, option depend-
ing on the environment you’re in. If you have only a small set of service consumers
from within your own organization, a shared document or Wiki will probably be more
accessible than a (complex) commercial or open source tool.

1.4.2 Applying policies at design time

Besides helping you define the policies, the solution should also help communicate
these policies. You can see this in figure 1.4, where the designers and administrators
need information regarding the policies and the available services. For the policies
part you need the same functionality as you did in the previous section: a tool to regis-
ter and view the policies. But you also need access to the list of services that are
already defined. You need this not only to determine whether functionality requires a
new service but also to determine the functionality you can reuse. For this you need a
central place to store the contract of your service and its other metadata. In the most
basic sense this can once again be a Word document or a wiki page describing the ser-
vice, but usually a service repository is used for this purpose. 

Figure 1.5 shows an example of a SOA repository with a service registered. Note that in
the screenshot you see that the product calls itself a registry. In this specific case
there’s a good reason. The WSO2 Governance Registry provides all the specific fea-
tures of a registry: a governance API, a yellow pages–like interface, and artifact classifi-
cation. It also presents itself as a repository, because you’re pretty much free to
register everything you want. The reason for calling this product a registry instead of a
repository is that even though it provides a resource-oriented repository interface, it
provides all the features and APIs to also serve as a full-fledged repository.

Repository versus registry

The words SOA repository and SOA registry are often used to mean the same thing—
a place where you can register your services so that all the information regarding those
services can be easily found and the services themselves can be easily located. When
you really look at the definitions, though, there’s a difference between a repository and
a registry. A repository is the place where you register a service and its metadata and
where you can also register other artifacts, whereas a registry helps in locating a specific
service. In the beginning of web services and SOAP, people often also mentioned UDDI.
A UDDI registry provided a phone book/yellow pages–like interface that you could use
to look up a specific service, either at runtime or at design time. It didn’t allow you to
register other metadata or artifacts. That made it a registry, which often used a reposi-
tory as its backend. Most of the current repositories started their lives as registries.
They later gained the ability to register other metadata and artifacts, and that turned
them into repositories. Today these terms are still used interchangeably. 
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The final item a SOA governance solution should help you with is applying these poli-
cies at runtime.

1.4.3 Applying policies at runtime

The final aspect a SOA governance solution should cover is how to apply and enforce
the policies you’ve created at runtime. Not all the policies lend themselves to being
enforced automatically but a number of them do. For instance, you can easily monitor
whether the minimum response time is less than two seconds. Just register the time
the service was called and the time the service responded. Calls that take longer than
two seconds are logged and reported for further analysis.

 Again, there are many different tools to help you with this. Active monitoring tools
(gateways) monitor incoming and outgoing data and can check whether the data
complies with your policies. Those tools can restrict or deny calls that don’t follow
your policies. Reactive tools monitor the events and the performance of your service
and provide reports on their usage. These reports can then be analyzed to determine
whether the service follows the policies defined for it. Into this latter category falls the
WSO2 Business Activity Monitor, shown in figure 1.6.

 In this section we’ve looked at the parts of a SOA governance solution. Now let’s
look at some simple policies you can apply to get started with SOA governance.

1.5 Getting started with SOA governance
As you’ve read so far, SOA governance encompasses a large area. You need to define a
set of policies, you need a reference architecture that can serve as an example for the

Figure 1.5 In this SOA repository you can register services, policies, and other structured and 
unstructured content.
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services that will be created, and you need to set up all kinds of control mechanisms to
make sure the policies you’ve set out are followed. All this can be a bit overwhelming
and might make it seem impossible to get started with SOA governance.

 To get a feeling for SOA governance and create awareness within your organiza-
tion, you can start with some simple policies within your own department and let the
results speak for themselves. If you’re successful within your department and can show
results like better services, lower costs, and more predictability, other departments will
follow suit. 

 So how do you begin? The first thing to do is define two or three simple policies,
which you’ll follow throughout the process of creating new services. A good starting
point would be at least one policy you follow during design time and one policy you
can enforce during runtime. This way you’ll get experience with following and enforc-
ing policies, and you’ll quickly see the advantages of applying SOA governance.

Figure 1.6 An example of reactive monitoring. With this information the IT department or business can 
determine whether the service complies with the policies set out for it.
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 Table 1.2 shows a number of good design-time policies to follow when you’re just
getting started. In the other parts of this book, we’ll dive deeper into the details of
these policies.

Let’s also look at a couple of simple runtime policies that can form a good starting
point for SOA governance; see table 1.3.

The next section provides an overview of the policies discussed in this book.

1.6 Getting an overview of the available policies
For this book I divided the policies into three main categories:

■ Design and documentation policies—These policies define certain rules you must
follow when you’re designing and implementing your services. 

Table 1.2 Basic design-time policies to get started with

Name Description

No duplicate 
services

This might seem like a no-brainer, but it’s a good policy to start with. Even within a 
department much functionality is duplicated between services. Formalizing this in 
a policy and checking this policy before you start work on a new service can save 
you a lot of duplicate work.

Technology 
standardization

This policy can sound something like this: "All services provided to the general 
public, for example, over the internet, must follow the REST paradigm. Services 
offered exclusively for B2B purposes must use a WS-* architecture.” Again, this is 
a basic policy but one that will prevent designers of projects from doing what they 
think is best without looking at the bigger picture.

Validate message 
content

This policy can help you in creating a uniform service landscape. When you look 
deeper at this policy you’ll probably also need to define the type of validation 
that’s required. This could, for instance, mean that all the message formats of this 
service should be XML accompanied by a schema. But this could also imply that 
all the JSON messages that are sent can be validated using a JSON schema.

Table 1.3 Basic runtime policies to get started with

Name Description

Services should be available from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

With the tools used in this book you can check whether your 
service is available. This is one of the easiest runtime policies to 
start with. Set up the tools, and you’ll get a nice graphic of when 
your service was available and when it was not. 

Services calls should be made over 
a secure channel.

Another basic one to get started. If one of your policies is that all 
communications should be over a secure channel, you can easily 
enforce this with Apache, for example. 

Services should be self-describing. When a service is deployed it should be self-describing. You 
shouldn’t need a big book describing the service and how to 
interact with it. For REST there’s an example in section 1.1. 
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■ Security policies—Security is always a hot topic. Security policies deal with how a
service should be accessed, audited, and secured.

■ Testing and performance policies—This category includes policies that require exe-
cution of a specific operation within a certain time.

Let’s look a bit closer at these categories.

1.6.1 Design and documentation policies

Table 1.4 shows an overview of the policies discussed in this book that fall into the
design and documentation category.

In part 2 of this book we’ll look at how you can take these policies into account during
design time and how you monitor compliance at runtime. 

1.6.2 Security policies

Table 1.5 gives an overview of the security-related policies covered in this book.

Table 1.4 Design and documentation policies

Name Policy description

Create self-documenting 
services.

All services should be self-documenting. You should be able to use a ser-
vice without having to check a manual.

Reuse existing message 
standards.

If there’s a standard or de facto model that’s used within your organization 
or business domain, you should use that model in your services.

Design for reusability. Before starting work on a new service, you must make sure that there isn’t 
a service already available that provides the same functionality or that can 
be easily modified to provide the required functionality.

Support multiple versions 
of services.

It must be possible to support multiple versions of the same service next 
to each other. Changes in versions should affect the consumer as little as 
possible.

Table 1.5 Security policies

Name Policy description

Encrypt a communications channel 
for sensitive data.

All communication with your service must be done over a secure 
channel.

Validate message integrity and 
non-repudiation.

You must make sure you can guarantee a message’s integrity and 
origin of data.

Use a centralized identity system 
for authentication.

When a consumer needs to authenticate for your services, they 
should only have to authenticate one time, not separately for each 
service. 

Use a centralized identity system 
for authorization.

Authorization is something all services need. To avoid having to 
implement this for each service separately you should use a cen-
tralized identity system.
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The last set of policies we’ll look at are those defined for the testing and performance
category.

1.6.3 Testing and performance policies

Table 1.6 gives a short description of the policies in this category discussed in this
book.

I’ll show you throughout the following chapters how to implement these policies and
how you can set up and configure a runtime environment to monitor and check
whether your services comply with these policies. For now, let’s continue with this
introduction and dive somewhat deeper in what open source can offer in this area.

1.7 SOA governance and open source
In this book I focus on using open source tools to help you apply SOA governance. In
this section we’ll look a bit deeper at the open source developments in the SOA gover-
nance area and how these tools can help in creating your own open source–based SOA
governance solution. Before we look at specific developments in SOA governance,
we’ll first have a quick look at open source itself.

1.7.1 Where is open source at the moment?

I don’t need to explain to the readers of this book what open source is, but for com-
pleteness let’s look at the official definition from the Open Source Initiative (OSI).
OSI defines open source using the following criteria:

■ Free redistribution—This criterion is what most people associate with open
source. You’re free to redistribute the open source product either in its entirety
or as an aggregate of another product.

■ Source code—Together with the free redistribution criterion, this is the other one
most people think about when talking about open source. This criterion states
that you must be able to access the source code of the product.

Table 1.6 Testing and performance policies

Name Policy description

Process messages within 10 ms. A service should always respond within a minimum amount of time. 

Monitor services in real time. If you want to monitor your services effectively, you need to be able 
to measure the performance in real time.

Provide a flexible view for how 
services are used.

Depending on the requirements from the analysts, you need to be 
able to show different views of how your services are used.

Run services in the cloud. All the services that are developed must be horizontally scalable to 
avoid a large investment in hardware and allow linear growth

Enforce code quality and test 
coverage.

All of your services must comply with a specific percentage of code 
coverage and have a predefined minimal level of quality.
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■ Derived works—The license attached to the software product must also allow you
to make derived works or modifications to the original from it. 

■ Integrity of the author’s source code—The license may require that any derived
works use a different name and version number from the original. For example,
this is the case for projects from the Apache Software Foundation.

■ No discrimination against persons or groups—You can’t say that only left-handed
people with red hair can use your software. Everybody can use your software.

■ No discrimination against fields of endeavor—This is pretty much the same as the
previous criterion. You can’t specify in your license that your software can only
be used by financial institutions, for example. Regardless of the field of
endeavor, anybody can use your software.

■ Distribution of license—If a product is redistributed, the original license still
applies. 

■ License must not be specific to a product—This criterion means that you can’t say in
your license that it may only be distributed as part of a specific software distribu-
tion. For instance, you can’t say that your piece of software may only be distrib-
uted as part of Fedora.

■ License must not restrict other software—The license can’t put any restrictions on
other software it’s distributed with.

■ License must be technology neutral—You require that your product only be used
with a specific technology or on a specific platform.

If a piece of software fulfills these criteria, it can be classified as open source. The tools
used in this book all follow these criteria. 

 If you look at open source these last couple of years you see that the types of open
source projects have been slowly moving up the stack. Figure 1.7 shows a software
stack for open source.

Figure 1.7 Open source software in its early days focused on offering technical functionality and low-
level services. In recent years open source software has been offering products that also offer lots of 
business and end-user functionality.
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In figure 1.7 you can see that in the beginning of its development, most open source
software was low-level software such as operating systems and databases. In the last
couple of decades open source has matured, and you can see this in the type of appli-
cations that can be found in the open source community. In the last couple of years a
number of tools have appeared in the open source community that can help in apply-
ing SOA governance. In the following sections we’ll look at these tools.

1.7.2 Open source tools

In this section we’ll look at two different types of tools: the available open source SOA
repositories and the BAM (Business Activity Monitoring) tools that have been made
available by the open source community.

SOA REPOSITORIES

When you look at the open source SOA repositories, your choices at the moment are
still a bit limited. There are various open source UDDI registries, but as I mentioned
before, a registry isn’t a repository. So what open source SOA repositories are available?

■ Mule Galaxy—Mule Galaxy is a mature SOA registry brought to you by MuleSoft,
the people who created the great open source ESB Mule. Mule Galaxy provides
all the features a SOA repository requires. You can manage different kinds of
artifacts and apply a lifecycle to these artifacts. Mule Galaxy also provides ser-
vice discovery functionality, flexible reporting on services, and easy customiza-
tion. If you’re already using Mule as your ESB, using Mule Galaxy as a SOA
repository is a good option. More information on Mule Galaxy can be found at
http://www.mulesoft.org/galaxy.

■ WSO2 Governance Registry—The SOA registry from WSO2 is also a standalone
product with which you can manage different kinds of artifacts and apply a life-
cycle to these artifacts. This is the registry used in the examples for this book.
More information on this product can be found at the WSO2 website: http://
wso2.com/products/governance-registry/. Besides a registry, WSO2 also offers a
complete set of other products, for instance, a great ESB that integrates with
this repository. 

■ Petals Master—Petals Master calls itself a complete SOA governance solution. It
allows you to categorize your services and endpoints based on a UDDI registry.
Just like the previous two registries, Petals Master allows you to add comments
to your artifacts and share these with all the users of the registry. Besides the
registry-oriented functionality, Petals Master allows you to manage your organi-
zation because it includes a UDDI-based identification system. More informa-
tion on this solution can be found at the OW2 website: http://
petalsmaster.ow2.org/.

For a list of commercial SOA repositories see the appendix. Besides the registries
we’ve looked at here, for a complete SOA governance solution you also need some way
to monitor and manage your runtime environment. 
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OPEN SOURCE BAM TOOLS

In section 1.4, I mentioned that for runtime monitoring you need to be able to moni-
tor service actively (for example, through an XML gateway) and reactively (using some
sort of BAM tool). For actively monitoring services there are many different options
available, and this depends heavily on the architecture you use for your services. If you
have an ESB-based architecture, your ESB will normally enforce these policies, and if
you run inside a service container, this container will often provide this functionality.

 So in this section let’s focus a bit more on the BAM tools. Normally when you start
looking for a certain piece of software in the open source community, you’ll quickly
find many different mature solutions. But this isn’t the case for BAM tools. There are
one or two tools, which I’ll show you next, but the main issue with these tools is their
inflexibility. The currently available BAM tools are bound to a specific technology stack,
are limited in their reports, or cover only a specific framework. So what’s out there?

■ WSO2 Business Activity Monitor—I’ve already shown an example in this chapter
of what this application looks like. This tool provides beautiful diagrams of
usage stats, error reports, and business diagrams. The problem is that customiz-
ing the graphs or monitoring non-WSO2 servers is nigh impossible. This tool
uses fixed reports, and if you have a WSO2-only landscape, this tool is a good
way to go. More information can be found on the WSO2 website: http://
wso2.com/products/business-activity-monitor/.

■ Esper—Esper calls itself a complex event processor. It’s great for handling, ana-
lyzing, and correlating events. Because a BAM tool needs to be able to correlate
events and show the end user only useful data, this is a great feature. The issue,
however, is that that’s all Esper is. It doesn’t provide a reporting environment
with which you can monitor or view these correlated events. More information
on Esper can be found at http://esper.codehaus.org/.

So within the open source community there isn’t a great BAM tool that allows you to
monitor (and analyze) events and show them in a customizable way to the end user.
Luckily, though, all the various components that you need to build such a solution are
available. In the following chapters I’ll show how you can combine tools such as Esper
and WSO2’s gadget server to create an easy-to-use and flexible BAM tool. I’ll also show
how you can use this tool, whose code is also made available as open source (http://
www.smartjava.org/bamos), to monitor your services so that you can easily check
whether you comply with the specified runtime policies.

1.8 Summary
■ SOA governance is all about defining the policies that are important for the var-

ious stakeholders within your organization, applying these policies during
design time, and monitoring and enforcing these policies at runtime.

■ SOA governance isn’t scary. The goal of SOA governance isn’t to set up a mam-
moth process you need to follow; the goal is to make sure your services are a
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certain level of quality and follow the policies set out by your company. If you
follow the guidelines set out in this book, you’ll see how easy it is to get started
with SOA governance and get the advantages from applying SOA governance.

■ SOA isn’t just exposing services using a specific technology. If you want to get
the most out of your SOA, you need to set the business goals first. The business
goals should lead to the specific services that need to be developed, and when
services are developed, reuse needs to be taken into account. With SOA gover-
nance you’re presented with a set of tools and best practices that can help you
in getting the most out of the services you’ve defined.

■ SOA governance can be divided into two distinct areas: SOA governance during
design time and SOA governance during runtime. The first focuses on making
sure all the services are created and defined consistently and follow a set of pre-
defined policies. The second makes sure that the policies you’ve defined, and
those that can be monitored, are enforced during runtime.

■ Tools can help you make sure policies are followed. In addition to many com-
mercial offerings there are a number of mature open source tools that can help
you apply SOA governance. This book offers a pragmatic approach using open
source tools. There’s no good open source BAM tool; this we’ll create ourselves.
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